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Simone tells authentic stories of teen life in the 'hood better than any other author currently writing
contemporary YA street lit. --Library Journal on Teenage Love Affair (starred review)

True story: I'm Gem, G-E-M, like a precious jewel, and my life has been nothing like my name. I've been on
my own since I was nine and now I'm sixteen. But so what. I'm good, and so is my little brother. So why the
state won't let us do our own thing is beyond me. Instead, we've been forced to live with a foster family who
wants to love us, but I'm not beat--I'm just trying to do me.

To make matters worse, I've been checking for this guy, Ny'eem. But my new clique has an unbreakable
rule--no boyz allowed to come between our friendship--which is forcing me to keep my relationship with
Ny'eem a secret. Though not for long. . .because in high school secrets are always exposed, scandals always
rewrite the rules, and friendships are never what they seem. . . .

"Excitement, drama, and life lessons. . .. Upgrade U is sure to be a classic." --A.J. Byrd, author of Losing
Romeo

"A new series with a pair of drama-fueled stories about girls looking for love in all the wrong ways."
--Publishers Weekly on The Break-Up Diaries
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From reader reviews:

Robert Aviles:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has different personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that
they don't want do that. You must know how great and important the book No Boyz Allowed. All type of
book are you able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Cora Spillane:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
info. When you read a reserve you will get new information simply because book is one of numerous ways
to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, examining a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you reading through a book especially fictional works book the author will bring one to
imagine the story how the figures do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to some
others. When you read this No Boyz Allowed, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon
about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a book.

Betty Freeman:

The reason why? Because this No Boyz Allowed is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication
waiting for you to snap this but latter it will distress you with the secret that inside. Reading this book close
to it was fantastic author who also write the book in such amazing way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of rewards than the
other book include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking method. So , still want to
hesitate having that book? If I have been you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

David Blunt:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this No Boyz Allowed book written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who have
read the book. Written throughout good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and composing skill
only for eliminate your hunger then you still skepticism No Boyz Allowed as good book but not only by the
cover but also from the content. This is one reserve that can break don't ascertain book by its handle, so do
you still needing one more sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already
alerted you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.
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